Thursday, March 1

6:00 – 6.30 pm  Reception

6.30 – 8.00 pm  Keynote Lecture

Lizabeth Cohen (Harvard University)

“Place, People, and Power in City Building in Postwar America”

Friday, March 2

9.30 – 9.45 am  Welcome and Introduction

Axel Jansen (GHI) and Anke Ortlepp and Bryant Simon

9:45 – 11:15 am  Panel 1: Public Space, Identity, and Citizenship

Chair: Anne Schenderlein (GHI)

Jonathan Anjari (Brandeis University)

“The Slow Boil: Street Food, Rights, and Public Space in Mumbai”

Alexander Sedlmaier (Bangor University) and Freia Anders (University of Mainz)

“Global Perspectives on Squatting”
Suleiman Osman (George Washington University)
“Glocal America: The Politics of Scale in the 1970s”

11.15 – 11.45 am  **Coffee Break**

11:45 am – 1:15 pm  **Panel 2: The State and Boundary Making**
Chair: Elisabeth Engel (GHI)
John Robinson (Washington University)
“Filtering Out Cabrini: Race, Housing, and the Politics of Boundary Reclassification”

Robert Gioelli (University of Cincinnati)
“Fighting “Public” Housing: White Flight, Sprawl and Climate Change in Metropolitan America”

Jan Hansen (GHI, Humboldt University)

1:15 – 2:30 pm  **Lunch Break**

2:30 – 4:00 pm  **Panel 3: Actors, Agency, and Borders**
Chair: Sarah Lemmen (GHI, University of Bremen)
Andrew Diamond (Université Paris-Sorbonne)
"City of Neighborhoods on the Make"

Patricia Morton (University of California, Riverside)
“Public Life and Public Housing: The Case of Church Street South, New Haven”

Stefan Höhne (Technical University Berlin)

4:00 – 4:30 pm  **Coffee Break**
4:30 – 5:30 pm  **Final Discussion**

7:30 pm  **Conference Dinner**

“Café Dupont”
in the Dupont Circle Hotel
1500 New Hampshire Avenue NW
Washington DC, 20036